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Abstract. Development of wormhole routing tech-

niques so far has been largely independent of the results available for store-and-forward routing in literature. In this paper, we provide a general result which
enables us to design deadlock-free wormhole routing
algorithms from store-and-forward routing algorithms
that satisfy certain criteria. We illustrate this result by developing fully-adaptive deadlock-free wormhole routing algorithms from two well-known storeand-forward algorithms: the positive- and negativehop algorithms based on the number of hops taken
by messages. We compare the negative-hop algorithm
with the commonly used non-adaptive e-cube and recently proposed partially adaptive north-last algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Point-to-point k-ary n-cube networks are currently
being used in many recent experimental and commercial multicomputers. A k-ary n-cube multicomputer
has an n-dimensional grid structure with k nodes (processors) in each dimension such that every node is connected to two other nodes in each dimension by direct
communication links. The Ncube Series 2 (hypercube)
systems and Intel Paragon (a mesh computer system)
are two commercially available k-ary n-cube systems.
Routing algorithms, which specify how messages
can be sent among processors, are crucial for the efcient operation of a multicomputer. For maximum
system performance, a routing algorithm should exhibit the following important features 9]: low-latency
message delivery, avoidance of deadlocks and livelocks,
and ability to work well under varying trac patterns.
Since message latencies increase with increase in the
number of hops, we consider only minimal routing algorithms as per which a message always moves closer
to its destination with each hop taken. Deadlocks correspond to states in which a set of messages are forever
blocked, whereas livelocks represent states in which
one or more messages could be forever denied of the
resources they require to progress towards their destinations. Livelock-freedom can, in general, be ensured
by assigning resources (channels or buers) to waiting messages in a FIFO manner. Ensuring deadlock-
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freedom is more dicult and depends heavily on the
design of the routing algorithm.
Store-and-forward (saf) 2] and wormhole (wh) 6]
are two popular switching techniques for interconnection networks. With saf technique, the message latency is the product of the number of hops taken and
the sum of the average queuing delay and transmission time of the message per hop. In the wh technique, a message is divided into a sequence of xedsize its. A communication channel in the network,
once it transmits the rst it of a message, must also
transmit all the remaining its of the same message
before it can accept its of another message. Thus,
at any given time, the its corresponding to a message occupy contiguous channels in the network. In
this method, the message latency is proportional to
the sum of the number of cycles spent in waiting for
suitable channels while routing the rst it (header),
the number of hops, and the message length. To avoid
deadlocks in wormhole routing, multiple virtual channels are simulated on each physical channel and a predened order is enforced on the allocation of virtual
channels to messages. A routing algorithm which, in
general, allows a source-destination pair to use more
than one path when routing messages is called an
adaptive routing algorithm. A routing algorithm is
termed a fully-adaptive minimal routing algorithm if
any possible minimal path between a source and destination can be potentially used at the time messages
are injected into the network.
Adaptive routing algorithms have a few disadvantages, however. The complexity of the routing algorithm and, hence, the hardware cost increase with
the increase in adaptivity. Furthermore, partiallyadaptive routing algorithms, which favor some paths
in the network more than others, can cause highly uneven utilization and early saturation of the network.
Recently, several fully- and partially-adaptive algorithms for wormhole routing 1, 5, 7, 10, 12] have been
proposed. Linder and Harden proposed a deadlockfree fully-adaptive wormhole routing algorithm for kary n-cubes that uses (n + 1)2n;1 virtual channels
per physical channel 12]. Berman et al. devised a
fully-adaptive wh algorithm for k-ary n-cube that, in
general, uses 10(n ; 1)+6 virtual channels per physical
channel 1]. Felperin et al. designed a fully-adaptive

wh routing algorithmfor tori (k-ary 2-cubes) that uses

four virtual channels per physical channel 8].
In this paper, we derive a general result to show
that a class of saf routing algorithms can be used,
with appropriate modications, for wh routing. As
an example of this result, we derive a deadlock-free
wh algorithm from an saf algorithm based on the
number of hops taken by messages. For k-ary n-cube
networks with radix, k, 40 or less, this new wh routing
algorithm requires fewer virtual channels than the recently proposed fully adaptive wh scheme in 1]. Also,
the proposed routing algorithm requires fewer virtual
channels than the fully-adaptive wh method of Linder and Harden 12], when k is less than nn+1 2n+1 (for
example, when k < 20 for 3-dimensional tori).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the result on developing wh routing
algorithms from saf algorithms. This section also
presents two new wh routing algorithms based on this
result and compares them with the e-cube algorithm
and a recently proposed wh routing algorithm. Section 3 concludes this paper.

2 Application of SAF algorithms for WH routing

In this section, we establish the correspondence between saf and wh routing algorithms | conditions
under which one can derive a corresponding (deadlockfree) wh routing algorithm for an saf routing algorithm. The saf routing algorithms considered in this
paper avoid deadlocks using buer reservations. In a
buer reservation method, the buer pool in a node
is partitioned into several classes of buers and, in order to avoid deadlocks, each message is permitted to
occupy only a restricted set of buer classes. Though
there exist a plethora of deadlock-free saf routing algorithms based on buer reservation in the computer
networks area, we consider only a few classes of those
algorithms in this paper 11].
We indicate a k-ary n-cube as kn and assume that
neighbor nodes are connected by two physical channels, one for each direction of communication.
Construction of wh algorithms. Given a saf
routing algorithm, we derive a corresponding wh routing algorithm as follows. If a message can occupy
a buer of class b0  b1 : : : or bm at an intermediate
node and go through a communication channel (or,
equivalently, physical channel) then virtual channels
named c0  c1 : : : cm are provided for wh routing on
that communication channel. If a message occupies a
buer of class bi at the intermediate node j and takes
communication channel between nodes j and k in saf

routing, then, in the corresponding wh routing, the
header it of the message acquires virtual channel ci
in the communication channel connecting j and k. In
other words, if the saf algorithm species that a message should occupy buer of class bi at a node and can
take one channel from the set of physical channels S
to complete the next hop, the corresponding wh algorithm species that the message at that node should
take the next hop using a virtual channel of class ci
on any of the physical channels in the set S.
2
The following lemma presents a condition under
which a wh routing algorithm derived from an saf algorithm is deadlock free (see 4] for a proof). Buers
in a network can be ranked such that there exists a
partial or full order among them.

Lemma 1 If the saf routing is deadlock free and the

buers occupied by every message in successive hops
have monotonically increasing ranks, then the wh
routing algorithm derived from the saf algorithm is
also deadlock free.

Our method facilitates the development of an equivalent wh routing algorithm from any saf routing
algorithm. However, not all saf algorithms yield
deadlock-free wh routing algorithms. We show below
that a couple of well-known saf schemes based on the
number of hops taken 11] satisfy the above lemma,
and hence can be used for wh routing. In the following discussion, we assume that a message never waits
for a buer in its destination and that it is consumed
immediately upon arrival at its destination.
The positive-hop wh algorithm. In the positivehop saf algorithm, the number of buer classes in
each node is one plus the maximum number of hops
taken by a message. Thus, for minimal routing on
k-ary n-cubes the number of buer classes equals
1 + nbk=2c. Let these buer classes be labeled
b0 : : : bnbk=2c. A message can occupy a buer of class
bi if it has completed i hops. A message holding a
buer of class bi can only wait for a buer of class
bi+1. This algorithm is deadlock free with saf switching 11].1 To show that the wh algorithm derived
from it is also deadlock free, we need to show that
there exists a ranking of buers such that Lemma 1
is satised. All buers of class bi has rank i. Therefore, any buer of class i has a higher rank than any
buer of class i ; 1 or lower, but there is no order dened among buers of a class. Then, there is a partial
1 There are other variations of this positive-hop saf algorithm. One such variation is to allow a message to occupy any
buer in classes 0
, if it completed hops. This variation
of the algorithm is deadlock free but does not satisfy Lemma 1.
Therefore, it cannot be used for deadlock-free wh routing.
:::

i

i

ordering of buers in the network and the sequence
of buers a message occupies during its journey have
monotonically increasing ranks. Applying Lemma 1,
the positive-hop wh algorithm derived from the above
saf algorithm is also deadlock free.
The corresponding positive-hop wh algorithm is
constructed as follows. Corresponding to each physical channel in the network, there are nbk=2c +1 virtual
channels: c0 : : : cnbk=2c. At any intermediate node, a
message can reserve virtual channel ci if and only if it
has taken i hops to reach the intermediate node. As
an example, let us consider a 162 (16  16 torus). To
implement the positive-hop saf algorithm, each node
should have 17 dierent classes of buers. Therefore,
in the positive-hop wh algorithm, 17 virtual channels
need to be multiplexed on each physical channel.
The negative-hop wh algorithm. In the negativehop saf algorithm 11], the network is partitioned
into several subsets, such that no subset contains two
adjacent nodes (this is the graph coloring problem).
Further, let us assume that these subsets are labeled
1 2 : : : M and that each node in a subset with label
i is also labeled with i. A hop is a negative hop if it
is from a node with a higher label to a node with a
lower label otherwise, it is a positive hop. A message
occupies a buer of class bi at an intermediate node if
and only if the message has taken exactly i negative
hops to reach that intermediate node. In the negativehop scheme, a message that is currently in a buer of
class bi can only wait for a buer of either class bi (if it
needs to take a positive hop) or class bi+1 (if it needs
to take a negative hop) to reach the next node. Gopal
11] proves that this saf scheme is deadlock free.
For even k, the structure of kn is a bipartite
graph, and its nodes can be partitioned into two subsets (therefore, it can be colored using only two colors). Because adjacent nodes are in distinct partitions, the maximum number of negative hops a message takes is at most half the diameter of kn, which
equals dnbk=2c=2e. Hence, negative-hop schemes with
dnbk=2c=2e +1 buer classes per node can be designed
for kn when k is even. A similar result holds for the
case k is odd however, the design of such negativehop schemes for odd k is quite involved and will not
be discussed here. In the rest of this paper, negativehop schemes are discussed for kn with even k.
An advantage of the negative-hop scheme is that
it requires fewer buer classes than the positive-hop
scheme. For 162, for example, the positive-hop scheme
requires 17 buer classes per node, where as the
negative-hop scheme needs only 9 buer classes.
In order to derive the negative-hop wh routing algo-

rithm from the corresponding saf algorithm, we need
to rank buer classes and show that the saf version
satises Lemma 1. For negative-hop scheme, ranking
buer classes is not as straightforward as in the case
of the positive-hop scheme owing to the following reason: a message in this algorithm moves from one buer
class to another only if it takes a negative hop and
continues to remain in the same buer class as long
as it takes positive hops only. Thus we need to rank
not only dierent buer classes, but also buers of the
same class in dierent nodes. We rank buer classes
such that buer class bi+1 receives a rank higher than
buer class bi regardless of the nodes in which they
reside furthermore, buer class bi in node x is given
a higher rank than buer class bi in node y if node x
has a higher label than node y. In essence, the rank
of a buer can be considered as a two-tuple: (b l),
where b is the class of the buer and l is the partition
label or color of its node. All buers of a class in a
node are considered equivalent and there is no order
dened among them. Given two buers, (bi  li) and
(bj  lj ), then
Rank of (bi  li ) > Rank of (bj  lj )
if bi > bj or bi = bj and li > lj :
If bi = bj and li = lj , then the rank between (bi  li )
and (bj  lj ) is not dened.
Due to this ranking and the fact that successive
hops of a message alternate between positive and negative hops, the buers occupied by any message in successive hops in the saf routing algorithm have monotonically increasing ranks. Applying Lemma 1, the
corresponding negative-hop wh routing algorithm (denoted, nhop) is deadlock free.

2.1 Simulation Results

In this section, we compare performances of the
negative-hop (nhop), e-cube, and the partiallyadaptive north-last (nlast) 10] wh routing algorithms.
Parameters of interest. We are interested in the
average channel utilization, , average latency, l, and
average wait time, w, of a message. The average time
taken for transmission of a message is w + (ml + d ;
1)  ft , where w ml  d, ft are the average wait time,
average length of the message in its, average number
of hops taken by a message, and the time to transfer a
it between neighbors, respectively. For uniform trafc, the average number of hops is the average diameter
of the network for a k-ary n-cube, it is approximately
nk=4 for 162 it is 8.03. The number of its in the
message is xed. It takes one clock cycle to transmit a it between neighbor nodes using full physical
channel bandwidth. However, if the physical channel

The simulations reported here are done for the case where
each virtual channel has a xed bandwidth allocated to it.
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bandwidth is multiplexed among, say, 4 virtual channels, then it takes four cycles to transmit a it between
neighbors, and ft = 4.2 Message interarrival times are
geometrically distributed  as the average message arrival rate. The average channel utilization, , refers to
fraction of the link bandwidth utilized in any time interval. It is also the normalized throughput of the
network, the ratio of network bandwidth utilized to
the raw bandwidth available.
ld
(1)
 = m
2n
The numerator computes the average trac generated
by a node, and the denominator gives the available
bandwidth due to the links originating from the node.
This denition of channel utilization is common in
computer networks literature. In parallel processing
community, normalized utilization in terms of bisection bandwidth is commonly used. While both definitions are equivalent for node and edge symmetric
networks such as tori, the latter does not represent
the channel utilization for networks such as meshes.
Trac patterns and message length. We have
performed simulations for 162 tori with uniform and
hotspot trac. Due to space constraints, we report
simulation results only for the case of 4-it messages.
The simulator and simulations. To compare performance of these routing algorithms, we have developed an event-driven simulator. Startup eects are
eliminated by resetting the counters used for gathering statistics after the network has reached steady
state. For each point in the graphs reported here, we
have used one million simulation cycles for the network to reach a steady state. Then, the simulation is
run for another million cycles in the steady state and
statistics are gathered during these latter one million
simulation-cycles during this period, for each sourcedestination pair, a minimum of six thousand (for high
trac rates, as many as 25 thousand) messages are
generated and delivered.
Results for uniform trac. The average latency
in cycles is plotted against normalized throughput (or,
channel utilization) for uniform trac in Figure 1 for
four-it messages. For low trac load,   0:12, the
e-cube and the nlast algorithms are almost identical,
with nlast being slightly better. However, the nlast
algorithm, which is partially-adaptive, leads to network saturation at  = 0:13, whereas the non-adaptive
e-cube remains competitive for   0:17. This observation is consistent with the results reported by Glass
and Ni 10], who explain that nlast skews the traf-
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Figure 1: Average channel utilization vs. average
message latency for wormhole routing of four-it
size messages on a 1616 torus for uniform trac.
c and creates non-uniformness. Compared to e-cube,
nlast improves message latency by less than 4% at
low trac and saturates the network at 25% lower
channel utilization. The nhop algorithm exhibits a
higher average latency than both e-cube and nlast algorithms for the following reasons: each virtual channel is allocated a xed bandwidth, in our simulations,
and the nhop algorithm uses 9 virtual channels per
physical link whereas the nlast and e-cube algorithms
use two virtual channels per physical link. Therefore,
the average latency for the nhop scheme is roughly
4.5 times that given by the the e-cube (or, nlast) algorithm for low trac loads. Due to its fully-adaptive
nature, however, the nhop algorithm performs better
than both e-cube and nlast algorithms for moderate
trac (when  is about 0.2). For example, with 4it worms, the channel utilization at saturation of the
nhop scheme is 0.255 which is roughly 100% (respectively, 46%) more than that for the nlast (respectively,
e-cube) algorithm. We have obtained similar results
4] for dierent worm lengths (16-it, 8-it, etc.) for
various tori, 162 and 102.
Results for hotspot trac. We have also simulated the performance of the three algorithms for
hotspot trac. In Figure 2, simulation results are
reported for 162 for all three algorithms. For the results reported in this gure, we have used message
lengths of 4 its and a hotspot trac of 4 percent.
With a hotspot percentage of four, a newly arrived
message in 162 is directed with 0.0438 probability to
the hotspot node (15 15) and with 0.0038 probability
to every other node. (That is, the hotspot node receives about 11.5 times more trac than other nodes
in the network.) The hotspot node is chosen to be
node (15 15), which is the node at the lower right

cated to virtual channels on demand (this observation
holds for virtual-cut-through routing using these algorithms). Further results on performances of other
fully- and partially adaptive algorithms for various
types of trac patterns are given in 3].
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Figure 2: Average channel utilization vs. average latency for wormhole routing of four-it size
messages on a 16  16 torus for 4% hotspot trac.
corner of 162. We have experimented with various different choices for hotspot nodes and have found that
the nlast (which is partially-adaptive) yields best results when the hotspot node is (15 15) performance
of nhop (which is fully-adaptive) and e-cube (which is
non-adaptive) algorithms is independent of the choice
of the hotspot node.
The simulation results show that the nlast and
e-cube algorithms saturate when channel utilization
reaches 11.4% and 12.2% respectively. The nhop algorithm, however, reaches saturation at  = 23:5%,
which is roughly 106% (respectively, 93%) more than
the saturation channel utilization yielded by the nlast
(respectively, e-cube) algorithm. The channel utilization at saturation for each algorithm is lower for
hotspot trac than that for uniform trac when all
other parameters are kept the same.

3 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have provided a general framework for converting deadlock-free saf routing algorithms into deadlock-free wh routing algorithms. Using this framework, we have designed two new fullyadaptive wh routing algorithms | known as the
positive-hop and the negative-hop algorithms | for
k-ary n-cubes. In addition, we have simulated the
nhop algorithm and compared its performance against
the non-adaptive e-cube and partially-adaptive nlast
algorithms for uniform and hotspot trac patterns.
Our simulation results indicate that the nhop algorithm oers higher channel utilization at saturation
and oers better delays for moderate trac. Though
we have used xed bandwidth allocation for virtual
channels, the relative performances of the algorithms
are likely to be the same even when bandwidth is allo-
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